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Welcome 
Magnif icent  Tools for  Self  Care cont ains power ful 
concept s t hat  can be applied in all areas of  l i fe .

" Your mind will answer most questions if you learn to relax and wait 
for the answer. "? William S. Burroughs

If you need some help incorporating Self 
Care into your daily routine, you are in the 
right place!

Each of  t he 5 t enet s can be applied t o 
your  em ot ional, physical, int ellect ual and 
spir it ual l ives.  

This ebook is an invitation to explore and 
apply conscious concepts which can alter 
how you interact with yourself and the world.

5 t enet s of  Magnif icent  Self  Care

- The importance of embracing Yourself

- Creativity as a natural part of Life

- Periods of Rest and Relaxation

- Periods of Focused Activity

- Sacred time spent each day



You Be You
 ?Be yourself; everyone else is already taken.?

?  Oscar Wilde

Self Acceptance is a mindset that can be 
nurtured.  Whether you are aware of it or not- 
you are unique- you have something that no 
one else has.  

I often find that people are their own worst 
critics.  Bring an intention to notice and reframe 
automatic critical statements about yourself.  
For instance, you have made something (a cake 
or a painting) and others are praising your 
efforts and your retort is 'It 's not up to my usual 
standard.'  Let that one go consciously- you can 
reframe and simply state "Thank you" setting a 
new paradigm of acceptance. 

This exuberant dog is definitely not worried 
about what the other beach dogs are thinking. 
Try a dose of the dance-as-if-no-one-is watching 
medicine.  Dance in your house and reap the 
benefits of increased muscular blood flow and 
experience the joy of not caring how it looks.  I 
am not kidding- it is important to feel the 
acceptance in your body.  

This one is a favorite from my Mom- when you 
get up in the morning- no matter what you look 
like or how you feel, look in the mirror and tell 
yourself "I love you _____" including your name.  
Commit for a week or better yet, for several.  
My Mom would alternate with "Hello Beautiful".  
It may sound a litt le kookie, but it is an amazing 
self compassion practice.  The important aspect 
is loving yourself the way you are.
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Cr eat ivi ty 
"Life isn't about finding yourself. Life is 

about creating yourself."

 George Bernard Shaw
From the moment you open your eyes until 
the moment you go to bed, you are inventing 
your life. You make creative choices 
constantly.  Most people don't see any of 
these choices as 'creative', thinking only songs 
or paintings are 'creative'.  

Everything from considering what to wear to 
how to solve a problem at work is total 
innovation.  

You- yes You- are a Genius when it comes to 
your day.  You are a Powerhouse making one 
long stream of original decisions every single 
day. 

Change Your Perspective
When you start to flip how you look at your 
self and your abilit ies, you start to create a 
shift.   Choose t he shif t  t hat  is longed for  in 
your  l i fe.  

Tragedy is present in every person's life.  It 
cannot be avoided.  Life is filled with stories of 
joy, love, accomplishment, heartbreak, illness 
and moments of self doubt.  

One of the most effective ways I have found to 
shift stories is to use Intentional Creativity? , a 
method developed by Shiloh Sophia McCloud 
and master artist, Sue Hoya Sellars.  This is 
done by infusing your project (any project) 
with your story.  Working it, and letting go of 
what no longer serves and then pulling in new 
perspectives.

I teach this method and apply it in my own life.



Mindful awareness of rest time is an 
essential part of enriching personal 
downtime.  Whether you choose a walk to 
relax, sit watching the fire, or pursuing a 
favorite activity that completely engages 
your mind, being present is the key. 

True rest  can be achieved by im m ersion 
in t he m om ent .  You can do it right now- 
Take a few deep breaths and roll your 
shoulders-  feel your body and calm your 
mind.  Breathing works like magic- its 
always available.  Free too, and there's no 
standard of achievement.

Scientists have studies showing that 
mindfulness activities have a direct impact 
on the brain's production of serotonin 
levels.  
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You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of 
conversation.      -Plato

Rest  and Relaxat ion

 Most of our ~ 86 billion brain cells are 
affected by serontonin, the 'happy 
neurotransmitter '.  Mindfulness can impact 
mood because serotonin relays messages to 
different parts of the brain.  

So, take your break, deciding to actively check 
out and reap the benefits.



Per iods 
of  
Focused 
Act ivi ty

Have you ever been on fire 
with an idea that had your 
total attention?  Definitely 
in-the-flow?  One way to know 
this is to notice that you had 
no perception of time , you 
were just enjoying yourself.  

Then, there is work focus.  
You can become a work ninja 
with total focus. 

One of my main tenets re 
work is to give ANY job your 
total attention.  With work, I 
apply the concept of Buddhist 

monks sweeping, which is an 
established form of practice.  

Sweeping in a Buddhist 
way brings joy in a job well 
done.  Each job is valued, 
needed, and has worth.  

Another focusing tool is the 
labyrinth.  When walking the 
labyrinth, there is only one 
path to walk.  

On the way in, you consider 
your question or what you 
desire to release and on the 
way out, you open to what 
new thing can come in. to 
find a local labyrinth go to 
labyrinthlocator.com

" "
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Starve your distractions,  Feed your Focus

-unknown 

https://labyrinthlocator.com
https://labyrinthlocator.com


Daily 
Soul 
Time

?Wonder is the beginning of wisdom.? 

      ~ Socrates 

Soul time is daily, dedicated time spent 

devoted to your insights. 

It has the ability to bring you back to center. 
Working from a balanced center helps you 
remain calm, active and effective, even in 
the face of stress.

The amount of time does not have to be 
exact, 20 minutes, half an hour, it doesn't 
matter.  What  m akes t he dif ference is 
t ak ing and m ak ing soul t im e regular ly.

It can be spent writing, praying, drawing 
oracle cards, meditating, reading poetry, or 
simply watching a candle. 
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Early morning works best for me.  
My mind has not yet engaged with 
the outside world.  Wonder and 
wisdom surface while watching the 
stars wink out and dawn break. 

Suggestions for soul time:

You can ask a question and write the 
answer with your non-dominant 
hand.  The insights you can receive 
can be incredibly surprising.

A coloring book is an excellent way 
to reflect and enjoy this time. 

Randomly pick a poem and consider 
if the poem contains a message for 
you today.  

Soul t im e is an invest m ent  in You  
and builds resil ience. 
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Restore Your Caring Soul
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